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1. Introduction
The subject of this paper is related to the first-order 
magnetic phase transitions. The expression, first-order phase 
transition is used in its usual thermodynamical sense, i.e. 
the first derivatives of the system's Gibbs free-energy with 
intensive parameters /temperature, pressure, magnetic field, 
e.g,/ exhibit a discontinuity at the critical values of these 
parameters. In other words, the molar entropy, molar volume, 
molar magnetization, and other molar parameters suffer dis­
continuous change. In the higher-order phase transitions the 
molar parameters are continuous but their derivatives are 
discontinuous. It is worthwhile to note here that the most 
characteristic feature of the higher-order phase transforma­
tions is the discontinuous change in symmetry of the system 
with the continuous change of the state of system. This 
approach was very successfully developed many years ago by 
Landau and Lifshitz [l] .
In order to systematize in a very simple way the mag­
netic phase transformations a "family tree" has been con-
structed from different types of transitions. This "family 
tree" is shown in Fig. 1. Some magnetic systems that exhibit 
transitions of first-order are listed in Table I. It is clear 
that the simplest case is when the crystal structure does not 
change during the magnetic structure transition and this 
latter takes place between ordered magnetic phases. Substan­
tial theoretical difficulties being associated with those 
phase transformations where the magnetic order disappears 
they will be excluded from our considerations.
It is known already since the last century that the 
onset of the magnetic order /e.g. ferromagnetism/ results 
in a smaller or larger distortion of the crystal lattice 
/in many cases without any crystal symmetry change/. This 
phenomenon is related to the dependence of the exchange- 
energy on the interatomic spacing.
As a result of this dependence the free-energy of the 
crystal may be lowered by a distortion of the lattice in 
direction of decreasing exchange-energy. The distortion 
will introduce to the free-energy a term in strain energy 
which will increase the free-energy, and thus, a compromise 
between distortion and exchange is reached, which minimizes 
the free-energy. In the case of order-disorder phase trans­
formations /i.e. ferromagnetic paramagnetic, antiferro­
magnetic paramagnetic/ the magneto-elastic coupling be­
tween the magnetic and elastic part of the systems's free- 
energy may drastically alter the character of phase transi-
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3tions. If the exchange parameter dependence on the inter­
atomic spacing is rather strong a first-order phase transi­
tion will be observed instead of the usual second-order one.
The reason for this is quite obvious. The elastic 
distortion tends to stabilize the magnetic order, and 
thus, slows down its decrease with temperature. At a 
certain temperature, however, the magnetic order can find 
no way for decreasing smoothly to zero since the stabi­
lizing influence of the lattice distortion ceases to act
below a certain magnetic order, i.e. at a critical tern­
's "
perature the magnetic order and lattice distortion go to 
zero discontinuously. Using Bean's formulation [2] the 
situation is like that of a man who has run beyond the 
brink of a cliff; there is no gentle way down.
Of course, not only the appearance and disappearance 
of the magnetic order- but in many cases the structure 
changes in the ordered phase may also lead to a remarkable 
variation of the crystal distortion. In the following 
these structure changes will be discussed and the aim of 
this paper is to give an elementary introduction to the 
physics of these phenomena.
2. Magnetic Structures and the Model
First of all, we have to discuss the conditions for 
the existence of various magnetic structures in a given
4crystal lattice since our goal is to study the phase tran­
sitions between these structures. To do this in general 
is a very complex task and therefore we have to limit our 
considerations to the simplest case which is probably 
distinct from any real situation but has a great advantage, 
the possibility of an elementary treatment without in­
curring any substantial losses in the physically important 
conclusions.
The stability conditions required for a given magnetic 
structure can be derived when we first answer the following 
question: what are the possible magnetic structures in a 
given crystallographic symmetry ?
Assuming second-order character of the formation of 
various magnetic structures from the magnetic disorder /i.e. 
from the paramagnetic phase/ this question can be answered 
in principle very rigorously.
One have to notice here that the assumption of the 
second-order character of the magnetic structure formation 
does not mean any serious restriction on the character of 
the phase transitions between the ordered structures. 
Therefore, we could start our considerations in this way.
Unfortunately, answering the first question the problem 
of finding the criteria for the existence of various magnetic 
structures in terms of physical parameters remains still 
unsolved. If we want to solve this problem too, we need a 
more or less definite model containing important inform-
5ations about the exchange interactions in the crystal.
We don't want to go into the details of the method 
with the help of which we can answer the first question; 
we refer only to some basic works in this field. Originally 
Landau and Lifshitz [1] proposed this theory for the inves­
tigations of the ordered structures in alloys. Later 
Dzyaloáúnsky [3] and Kovalyov [4] applied it to the case 
of magnetic phase transformations and very recently a 
further generalization was made by Sólyom [5] .
This rigorous method can be used only for finding 
the possible magnetic structures but for the actual calcula 
tion we need always a definite model. Now we want to choose 
the simplest one which is still useful enough to illustrate 
the most important .qualitative properties of the phase 
transformations.
In the following we will proceed from an improved 
version of the model proposed by Anderson [6] and Smart [7] 
First of all, we choose a simple cubic lattice for the
Г
calculations and assume the exchange interaction between 
the localized magnetic moments to be different from zero 
only for the nearest and for the next-nearest neighbours.
In order to ensure that within a given distance each 
lattice point should be surrounded by lattice points 
belonging to different sublattices one has to introduce 
a specified number of different sublattices only. If this
6characteristic distance is the interatomic spacing between 
the next-nearest neighbour atoms, eight sublattices are 
required. The lattice points with their sublattice number 
are shown in Fig. 2.
Denote by /j=l,...8/ the thermal averged magnetic
moment in the j'th sublattice and write down the internal 
energy of the crystal per unit volume in molecular field 
approximation. We get
Um “ - I1 /1
M. A. . M. 1 ID J
where
is the interaction matrix and
Here we used the notations
= - NJ, , b = 5 NJ 
4 1 Z
/ 2 . 1 /
/ 2 . 2/
/2.3/
/2.4/a
7and J g are the effective exchange parameters between 
the nearest and the next-nearest neighbours, respectively, 
and N is the number of atoms in the unit volume.
Taking into account that the effective internal field
3U
H . — ----- —  /2.5/
3 ЭМ.
3
/j =1/2,...,8/
I
must have the same direction as the corresponding sublattice 
magnetization, i.e.
H . =  A M . / 2 . 6 /
J 3
we may get immediately the possible magnetic structures 
from the eigen-value, equation
/2.7/
where E is the unit matrix and
/2.8/
is the structure matrix. One has to note that the independence 
of the proportionality factor X of sublattice magnetization 
is valid only near the ordering temperature.
Making use of some theorems for block-matrices the eigen­
values of the equation /2.7/ easily can be calculated. One 
finds
X^ = 3 (a+b; t X2 = — 3(a—b) , X3 = X ^  — X5 — -(a+b)
Xß ~ Xy — Ag —  ^a—b ) .
The magnetic structures are determined by the corresponding 
eigen-vectors belonging to these eigen-values. Results of the 
calculations are summarized in Table II. As one can see one 
ferromagnetic and three antiferromagnetic structures are 
possible in the frame of this very simple model. The anti­
ferromagnetic unit cells are doubled in all three directions 
while the ferromagnetic one is identical with the chemical 
unit cell.
The eigen-value of a given structure is proportional to 
the ordering temperature. Between two phases it is the more 
stable which has a higher ordering temperature. The phase 
boundaries between the different phases are shown in Fig.3.
Four structure changes are possible, namely
- 8 -
F t AFI, if J 2 > 0 and changes its sign,
AFI t AFII, if J L < 0 and 4J2-J 1 9 ft 9
AFII t AFIII, if < 0 and t« n 9»
AFIII * F , if J 1 > 0 and 4J2+J1 И
9« 9»
A simple phenomenological description of the structure 
changes can be done in the following way. One finds that 
during the transition certain antiferromagnetically oriented 
pairs transform to ferromagnetic one and vice versa. Let 
20 be the angle between the moments of transforming pairs 
in an intermediate /поп-equilibrium/ state and denote by m 
the cosine of 0 i.e.
m = cos0 . /2.9/
The magnetic part of the internal energy may be written as
Um = - (A+yB) M 2 a2 - BM2 a2 (2m2-l) , /2.10/
(A > 0)
where the parameter В which is an appropriate combination 
of interaction constants changes its sign during the phase 
transition, a is the average relative magnetization per 
atom at temperature T , i.e.
- 9 -
where MQ is atomic magnetic moment at T = 0. The values 
of A, В and у for different structure changes are listed in 
Table III.
When the sign of the parameter В is changing the m 
has to vary from m = О to m = 1, or vice versa; in other 
words phase transformation takes place. It is important to
10
note that physical meaning can be attributed to m Qnly in 
the case óf antiferromagnetic t- ferromagnetic transitions. In 
this case the meaning is evident; m is a measure of the 
bending between the moments.
It is absolutely clear that this oversimplified model 
can't give practically useful results but as we shall see 
later, a lot of physically interesting qualitative conclu­
sions can be drawn from it.
The next step in perfecting the model is exploiting 
the sensitivity of the exchange parameters against the lattice 
distortions. First Néel [8] and later Smart [7] , Bean and 
Rodbell [2] , Kittel [9] and many others [lo] emphasized the 
importance of this sensitivity and investigated its influence 
on the temperature behaviour of the magnetization. Now, we 
should like to apply some of their results in the theory of 
magnetic structure transitions which are associated with 
lattice distortions.
Let 1 be the distance between the nearest neighbour 
atoms at which the parameter В changes its sign. So, one 
may expand A and В into a power series of 1 - 1 . For
sake of simplicity the terms higher than linear are neg­
lected, i.e.
A = A + о
c
/ 2 . 11/
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As it was already mentioned, the dependence of exchange
interactions on the interatomic spacing leads to a spontaneous
distortion of the lattice. The competition between the bonding
and exchange forces will determine the actual value of the
distortion. Let 1 be the distance between the nearestо
neighbour atoms at temperature T=0 in the absence of dis­
tortion and let e be the relative dilation at temperature 
T > 0.
One get from /2.11/
A = Aq + ( e  -  e ) and В = B ± (e - e ) /2.12/
where
and
I ( a A(1) \V  dl / 1=1 /2.13/
while
B. d B(l)
dl 1= 1.
/2.14/
ec = 3
1
/ 2,15/
In the presence of lattice distortion one has to add to the 
internal energy an elastic energy term which in its simplest 
form is
U. t /2.16/
12
where
is the compressibility.
The thermodynamics of the phase transition can be 
founded on the Gibbs free-energy per unit volume. Denoting 
by and the magnetic and the lattice entropy we
can write
G = U + U + Pe “• T (sm + S.) . /2.18/m e  4 m 1' 1 1
This is the appropriate form of the free-energy needed in 
our case. In accordance with the molecular-field approxi­
mation the magnetic entropy may be expressed as
Sm = Nk {log2 - ~ (1+a) log (l+a) - | (l-a) log (1-aJL /2.19/
The lattice entropy is approximated as
where
/2 .20/
/ 2 . 21/
is the volume thermal expansion coefficient. Introducing 
the following dimensionless quantities
Q ш -
2Aо о
г = R 2 'A M  о о
T Nk T
2A M 2 о о
/2 .22/
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and
о - R<* -  m0 Nk ' w(c^ Nk /2.23/
the Gibbs free-energy can be written in the form
G = A M *  о о -G - j^fi+o) (y+2m^-l) a2 (e-ec)
+ ~ re2 + pe - 2tQg - 2tW (a) /2.24/
where A q is a definitely positive quantity.
The equilibrium value of the deformation can be 
found from the equation
/2.25/
One gets
e = 2 ~ ~  T — E + ' U+yu) —  + I a2 (2m2-l) . /2.26/
The change of the deformation at the pha’se transition point is
= e(m-l) e (m=0)
0 2 2o ui
r /2.27/
the sign of which is determined by the sign of B^. Making 
use of the expression /2.26/ for the Gibbs free-energy one 
can derive the formula
14
G A м2 о о
V»
1 + i (20т - гес - р) 1 2 - I l L  2 г —1 2t w  (<г) -
/2.28/
where
у = ft + ш ( y + 2m2 - l) . /2.29/
The relative sublattice magnetization per atom can be 
expressed from the equation
3 о u  ’ /2.30/-
After a short calculation one finds
mo 11C— th — — ——— f /2.31/
where
mol = 1 + r ( 2 0 T  " rec “ p ) ]  0 + rill .3 /2.32/
In the majority of the cases the ratio ^ is smaller 
than one, and thus, making use of the inequality
q " r (ya2 + 2Gt " rec " p ) <<: 1 /2.33/
one may expand G into a power series of q and it seems 
to be enough to retain the terms not higher than linear only. 
To do this, first of all, we rewrite /2.31/ in the form
15
a = o0 + axq 'v ao + a±qQ , /2.34/
where
■ к ]jg + 20T - re о c - 0
and
/2.35/
a = th —  о T /2.36/
The Gibbs free™energy is given by
The second term in the right side of /2.37/ can be 
reexpressed in the form
qo = AoMo°oulSeo { f(m 'u) + fo (u)} ' /2.40/
where
f(m,u) = -m + 1 - - mu _2ш /2.41/
G(,a,m) = Go (aQ ,O) + qQ G± (oo ,m) + o(q^) . /2.37/
A short calculation shows that the linear corrections to 
2a and 2t w(a) cancdLout each other, and thus, we get
Go(0o'°) = AoMo { -Wo - 2T w(oo> - 1 r )2; /2-38/
and
1 0 0 /  20Т-ГЕ “P \
G. (a m) = - 4 A M V  1 +   =---- -  - --- ) > /2.39/
1 ° ' 2 ° о о V wa2+20x-rec-p )
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and
1 - Y /2.42/
Here, we introduced the notation
20T -r e - p c + Í3 + yo) /2.43/u
One may see from /2.40/ that the reduced free-energy f(m,u)
has to be used for the investigation of phase transitions 
characterized by different values of у , listed in Table III. 
In very fortunate cases the relative magnetization o q 
doesn't vary significantly with the temperature in neigh­
bourhood of the transition point, and thus, the parameter 
u introduced by /2.43/ may be regarded as a linear function 
of temperature, In the following this linear dependence will 
be assumed unless the refinement of the theory will not 
require a more realistic dependence.
3. PHASE TRANSITIONS WITH CONSTANT ao
Making use of the preceding model we should like to 
aPPly It for the phase transitions between antiferromagnetic 
structures. In this case the first task is to find the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the loss and onset 
of the stability in the states m = 0 /or m = 1/, and 
m =  1 /or m - 0/, respectively.
17
The considerations are very trivial, nevertheless, a 
short review of them will be useful for the better under­
standing of physical content of the theory.
The equilibrium value of the parameter m has to be 
chosen from the roots of the equation
S S - »  ( i v ) 1 , ; ( i - H - ^ ) - o
which has three solutions, namely
/3.1/
A3.2/
Thet physically allowed 0 values in these solutions have 
to satisfy the condition 0 < 6 < ^ .
Let us follow, the variation of the parameter m in 
the equilibrium state with increasing ^ . /Аг it was 
mentioned already ~ is a linear function of temperature, 
if aQ is constant within the temperature interval under 
consideration./ If ~ < -1, then among the solutions /3.2/ 
only two, namely ro^  and m^ have physical meaning, 
m = minimizing the reduced free energy since
The second solution gives m 2 >  1, therefore it has to be
excluded.
18
When -1 < — < 1, then among the solutions /3.2/“ Ü3 “
satisfying the condition 0 < 0 < ~ , two, corresponding to 
m = and m = , minimize, while the third m = m 2
maximizes the free energy as one can see from the expression
2 i 1 ~ ы )  ' if m = ral
< -2 ( l - 4 ) '  m = m2
S. 2 ( X + S )  'if m “ m 3 •
The maximum between the two minima hinders the transitions. 
The free energy of the state m = m^ is equal to that of 
the state m = m, at temperature H = 0 , but the actual 
phase transition пц + m 3 takes place only at that temper­
ature where the energy barrier between the states disappears. 
Since
0 f if m = m x
f(m,t ) = { 14 i 1 - - 'j2w J ! if m = m 2
L uCO 1 if m = m 3
the -* m3 transition will be realized when
u ^1 -► 3) -a) = 0 /4.3/
19
Finally, if ^ > 1, then again only two solutions, 
namely m = and m = have physical meaning and the
free energy is minimized by m - m^. The solution m^ is 
imaginary and therefore it must be excluded.
Now, when we follow the change of the equilibrium 
value of the parameter m in the direction of decreasing 
temperature we find quite a similar picture. At the temper­
ature ^ = 0 the free energy of the phase m = m^ becomes 
the same as that of the phase m = m^ , transition, however, 
can't be observed because the energy maximum between the 
coexisting phase hinders the transition process. The phase 
transformation actually takes place at that temperature, 
where the system's free energy in the state m = m. will be 
equal to that in the maximum. This condition is nothing, but
i .e.
u (з l) + lu = 0 . /3.4/
If (о > О /i.e. > 0/, then
u (l + 3 ) > u ( 3 - * - l )
The opposite inequality is valid when ш < 0. In the next 
chapters we will use the following notations:
usup = max { u U  - 3) 
u. - = min { u (l -*■ 3)
u (3 и- 1)} 
u (3 + 1)} .
/3.5/
- 20
The equilibrium temperature u q where the two phases co­
exist, lies between the upper and lower transition tempe­
ratures. /In our case u - 0./0
The ferromagnetic Í antiferromagnetic transitions in 
absence of external magnetic field have to be created in a 
similar way.
The dependence of the reduced Gibbs potential on the para­
meter m is shown in Fig.4 for different values of — .OJ
The variation of the equilibrium value of m with tempe­
rature in the ideal case is illustrated in Fig.5 /see the 
full line/.
From the equations /3.3/ and /3.4/ one gets
Introducing the expression for the dilation discontinuity 
at the transition temperature the width of the temperature 
hysteresis can be given in the following form
T /3.6/
where
/3.7/
6 e0T Tinf /3.8/sup a
21 -
This formula is valid only if the sublattice magnetization 
aQ hardly changes in the interval T^n£ < T < TgUp . The 
equivalent width in pressure is
P - P. , a 2R<$e sup inf о /3.8/
In practical cases the sharpness of the transition is 
rather smoothed because of more or less inhomogeneity in 
internal stresses existing in any real crystal. /See the 
dashed line in Fig. 4./ As a result of this inhomogeneity 
one may expect a definite cant in the hysteresis-loop. The 
canting angle ф is nothing, but
ф s arc ctg < (6P)2>1^2S roT /3.9/
2where < (ŐP)> is the mean squared deviation of the local 
pressure.
From the u^ = 0 one may see that the coexistence 
temperature, i.e. the temperature, where the Gibbs potentials 
of both phases m = 0 and m = 1 are equal, satisfies the 
equation
dP 2Ra
/3.10/
what is exactly the same as that derived from the Clausius- 
Clapeyron equation if one assumes that the discontinuous change 
in entropy is due to the discontinuous change in lattice 
parameter only. The latent heat is given by
22
In order to extend our investigations to the case of 
antiferromagnetic -*£■ ferromagnetic transitions in external 
magnetic field one has to add to the Gibbs free energy /2.34/ 
a new term expressing the interaction between the magnetic 
moments and field. Denoting by Ma and the magnetization
per atom in the sublattice a and b r one can write this 
additional term in the form
Oi = Raőeo . /3.11/
GH = - i Ы H (ма + Mb) .
Let us introduce the vectors
2M G О
and m 4 *b
2M G о
/3.12/
/3.13/
where
V  = |Ma | = liijJ . 13.14/
If one neglects the magnetic anisotropy in the crystal then 
tne vector 1 is perpendicular and the vector m is parallel 
to the external field direction, therefore instead of /3.12/ 
one gets
GH = ”2A M^c hmо о /3.15/
23
where
/3.15 /
and here m is the absolute value of m . The role of m is 
the same as in /2.10/ but in this case it has a definite 
physical meaning, m being the net magnetization of the anti­
ferromagnetic phase. One has to note that in the majority of 
the practically important cases the order of magnitude of h 
is the same as that of ^ . Therefore, instead of /3.15/ we
One may expegt that the presence of the external magnetic 
field will promote the antiferromagnetic -*» ferromagnetic 
transition. Near the coexistencé temperature a relatively weak 
magnetic field may already produce a significant net magneti­
zation. In other words, it means that with the increasing 
magnetic field the antiferromagnetically coupled moments 
gradually turn into the field direction, i.e. the angle 
between the moments decreases. However, in contrary to the 
usual behaviour of the antiferromagnets, in this case the 
angle between the moments decreases to a definite, temperature 
dependent value only at which the umbrellalike antiferro­
magnetic structure will suddenly collapse, and thus, a 
simple ferromagnetic structure will be formed.
write
2G„ ~  -2A M a hm H о о /3 .16/
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If the transition is induced by temperature variation 
in the presence of magnetic field the character of the varia­
tion in m will be the same as in the former case.
With help of /3.15/ the reduced free energy may be
written in the form
f (т,и,Д) ” ~m^ + X ” /3.17/
where
A_
2
h
а шбе о о
/3.18/
The reduced free energy versus ''magnetization” at a given 
temperature but different magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 6, 
while in Fig, .7 similar curves can be seen but now the 
magnetic field is constant and the temperature is changing 
from curve to curve. The value of m has been supposed to 
be positive and this means that the ferromagnetic state is 
stable at u > 0 in the absence of magnetic field. One may 
see in Fig. 6 that at a given field the free energy of the 
ferromagnetic state is equal to that of the antiferromagnetic 
state, nevertheless, the two states are energetically separated, 
i.e. the phase transition is hindered. Further increase in 
magnetic field is needed to overcome the energy barrier of 
elastic origin. The situation is quite similar in the case 
illustrated in Fig. 7 but the role of the magnetic field i s  
replaced here by that of the temperature.
In the following we are going to calculate the field
25
dependence of the óoexistence temperature and also that 
of the upper and lower transition temperatures. In order 
to do this we have to find first of all the conditions for 
the existence of physical solutions of the equation
df =
d0 2 -2m' + (X - S) m ■ ^24 0) J
—  = оdO /3.19/
It is clear that one has to deal with the solutions satis­
fying the inequality 0 < m < 1. Denote by m ^ f m 2, 
the roots of the third-order equation
-1 2"3 + 1 i 1 -  S )  m - 1 %  - 0 - / 3 - 2 0 '(JŰ
dinand let m^ be the solution of the equation ^  = 0.
Taking into account the condition
1 Д
2 “2Ш J
> 0 /3.21/
one may find immediately the minimizing solutions.
It is easy to show that among the roots m^ , m^/ and 
m^ only one is real if u and A satisfy the inequality
2/3
1 u0) < 6 /3.22/
26
One has to note, however, that in this case the real root 
is always negative.
It follows from this that only the solution m^ = 1, which 
corresponds to the ferromagnetic state, has physical meaning. 
Indeed, the root m^ = 1 minimizes the free energy if
> 0 /3.23/
This condition is always satisfied when the inequality
/3,22/ is true. The proof is very elementary. Replace ~ 
in /3.23/ from /3.22/ by the quantity 1 - 6
which is always smaller then ™ and write down the inequal­
ity
1 + ä + К  > 2ш 2Cű
2/3
4w‘
+ 4
4ш'
Since
4x3 - 6x2 + 2 > 0 x =
2/3
403'
for every x > 0 the statement is proven. One has to notice 
that the ferromagnetic state, in accordance with /3.23/, 
remains stable for values u and Д not satisfying the 
inequality /3.22/.
When instead of /3.22/ the inequality 
2 \2/3
1  -  -Ü3
4ш‘ > 6 /3.24/
27
is true then all the three roots of /3.20/ are real and 
it is easy to show that
/3.25/
and
Making use of these inequalities one can prove on the 
basis of /3.21/ that the free energy is minimized by the 
solution m = m 2 = in and maximized by m = m ^ . The solution 
m = ntj has to be excluded because of its non-physical nature.
The umbrellalike solution m , which will be named 
simply as antiferromagnetic solution remains stable until
~m2 ( u , A ) < ±  ( l - H )  .
Instability sets in when
(u 'A ) = | 0  - S )  /3-27/
and then the antiferromagnetic phase suddenly transforms 
into the ferromagnetic one.
Elimintinating the net magnetization m in /3.20/ with help 
of /3.27/ one gets a very important equation for the field 
dependence of the anti ferromagnetic -*■ ferromagnetic tran­
sition temperature. This equation can be written in the form
28
/3.28/
It follows from this that the local stability of the anti­
ferromagnetic state in the presence of magnetic field breaks
down when the temperature reaches a certain critical value
/3.29/
The onset of the stable ferromagnetic phase results in a 
discontinuous change of the net magnetization. Its maximal 
value in the antiferromagnetic state before the sudden change
is
msup (A) /3.30/
When the temperature is fixed and the increasing magnetic 
field brings about the transition one observes its start 
only at a certain critical value of the magnetic field, 
namely at
üsup - 3 f i - 2 (l - S ) J/2 • /3.31/
In this case the maximal net magnetization in the antiferro— 
magnetic state can be expressed by
msup (u) = /3.32/
29
Varying the temperature and magnetic field in opposite 
direction the ferromagnetic antiferromagnetic transition 
will be observed when
1
ш ш
0
i.e. in a constant field the antiferromagnetism is going 
to appear at temperature
/3.33/
where the net magnetization changes discontinuously from 
the value of m = 1 to that of
m. cm f (д) = 1 + 2 - 1Ü) /3.34/
At constant temperature the stability of the ferromagnetic 
phase disappears when the magnetic field is lowered to
/3.35/
The parameter m shows a definite jump from m = 1 to
/3.36/
Since both parameters and must be positive
one may produce a ferromagnetic -*■ antiferromagnetic tran­
sition with decreasing magnetic field only if < -1. In
- 30 -
other word, the magnetic field induced antiferromagnetic + 
ferromagnetic phase transition is reversible only when 
- <-1. In this case, lowering the magnetic field below the 
critical value Ainf the energy barrier separating the 
thermodynamically stable antiferromagnetic state from the 
ferromagnetic one disappears, making the way for the tran­
sition free.
In Fig. 8 one may see the coexistence curve u0 (A)
between the curves u „ (A) and u. -(A) . Along thesup int
curve u0(A) the Gibbs free energy of the ferromagnetic phase 
is equal to that of the antiferromagnetic phase. Explicit 
formula for the coexistence curve can't be given; a parametric 
equation, however, can be easily derived. One finds
— - = -in (2 + 3m)со
~2 = m (i + in)2 /3.37/
where m is the solution of /3.20/. The coexistence curve 
ue (A ) reaches the curves usup(A) and u±nf(A) in the point
w 03
when u^ . is higher than the absolute zero.
The first-order character of the phase transition dis­
appears in this point. It is seen that when the magnetic
--
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field is high enough, i.e.
Д
± "2 -Ü) 0)
then the ferromagnetic t  antiferromagnetic transition 
will be of second-order. One may expect large fluctuations 
of the parameter m when the transition is of second-order. 
In the point given by /3.38/ the quantity
dm _ 1
ал ш2 (1 _ в _ 6ffi2 )4 0) '
/3.39/
which is proportional to the susceptibility, becomes infinite.
A
One has to note that at fields higher than —^ the tem-
ш
perature variation does nob result in a real phase transition, 
the only change is that the ferromagnetic phase transforms 
at u = 0 to a phase which is nothing but the antiferro­
magnetic phase in a magnetic field strong enough to turn 
the moments parallel to the field direction,
In the upper part of Fig. 8 the variation of the 
net magnetization of the antiferromagnetic phase along the 
coexistence curve is also shown. At the fields higher
ütthan -~2 the net magnetization is equal to 1.
0)
The phase transition is always of first-order and 
hindered if the parameters Д and u satisfy the in­
equalities: 0 < < 4 and -5 < — < 1, respectively.
О) ш
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The hindrance of the transition - as it was already ppinted 
out - results in a definite hysteresis. The width of the 
thermal hysteresis depends on the magnetic field and as it
can be seen from the expression
usup uinf /3.40/
it decreases with increasing field and vanishes at the 
field corresponding to the triple point. The same will be 
true for the temperature dependence of the magnetic hys­
teresis width, since
sup - Ainf 0) 1 + uШ /3.41/
In Fig. 8 the arrows intersecting the phase boundary 
illustrate the different types of phase transitions.
The black points on the arrows indicate the parameters u 
and A characterizing the transition.
For sake of completeness we show in Fig. 9 the 
temperature dependence of the net magnetization in the
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antiferromagnetic phase at various magnetic fields. One 
may see on the curves that the net magnetization suffers 
a sudden change from тдир < 1  to in = 1 when the tempe­
rature u reaches a critical value usup due to a given 
magnetic field. The dashed curve in Fig. 9 shows the
function m (u) which gives the maximal net magnetiza- sup
tion available in antiferromagnetic state at constant tempe 
rature in an external magnetic field.
In Fig. 10 the magnetic field dependence of m is 
illustrated at different temperatures. In contrary to the 
previous case, the dashed curve in this figure shows the 
maximum of the magnetization ™ SUp(A) available in the 
antiferromagnetic phase with .increasing temperature but at 
constant magnetic field.
Finally, it seems to be useful to rewrite the most 
important formulas in such a way that only directly meas- 
urable quantities should occur in them. Making use of the 
expressions /2.27/ and /3.6/ one gets from /3.29/ and 
/3.33/ the formulas:
/3.42/
and
/3.43/
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where
H. = x. 4 (Tsup Tinf) NM о /3.44/ r  о о
is the magnetic field due to the triple point. The triple 
point temperature T^ can be expressed in a very simple 
form, namely
т  ( н . )  =sup 4 ty "• Tinf <Ht> - Tt = 3Tinf - 2TsuP • /3-45/
The temperatures TSUp an(* Tinf таУ ke °ktained from
measurements without magnetic field.
4, VARIATION OF THE AVERAGE MAGNETIZATION PER ATOM
Let us examineß first of all, the correction term to
the magnetization per atom. To get self-consistent solution
we write the equation /2.31/ in the form
a = V Glq =
a + (g +a, ^  q , л , 
th ° °  . '  °o + ( l - ^ ) ( a o+0l) а /4.1/
and replacing q by qQ we get
Sa = °1<Зо 4  го И  (no2 + 29т - rec - p ) ' /4.2/
where
1 2
X = a-Q , л ~ , Л T * /4.3/A
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It can be easily shown that X is a monotonously increasing 
function of T in the interval 0 < т < 1. One finds that
lim Х(т) = 0 and lim X (т) = 1 . /4.4/
T-Ю T^l
From /4.2/ one may see that the value of magnetization 
per atom at the coexistence temperature, i.e. where
20t - re ■- pe c * - (fi + Yoj) /4.5/
is not the same in the phases m = 1 and m = 0. We find
o)[ft + (l+y) <*)] 
r oe
/4.6/
and
tSo (m e 4 - (1-y ) m]r
/4.7/
where the subscript e indicates that each temperature de­
pendent quantity should be taken at the coexistence tempe­
rature. The discontinuous change in magnetization per atom 
brings about a similar change in magnetic entropy too, which 
leads obviously to the appearance of a magnetic latent heat 
contribution. This is given by
Qm = - 4AoMo2 о» C ft + y ) Xe 41-X oe
Te /4.8/
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As it was mentioned already, the phase transition is hin­
dered, and thus, the formation of the phase m = 1 takes 
place only at the temperature т = Tgup. The change in the 
magnetization per atom at this temperature can be expressed 
by
o(m=X, x=Tsup) - a(ra=o, T==Tsup) = [SH Ö.+y)u>] oQS 6esup OS
/4.9/
where the subscript s indicates that each temperature 
dependent quantity should be taken at the temperature 
T = TSUp ‘ A similar discontinuous change in the magnetization
has to be expected at the temperature т = where the
inverse transition takes place. One gets
a (m=l, T=Tinf) - a (m=o, T=tinf) = [fi-(l-Y)w] oQ± Seoi ,
/4.10/
where the subscript i shows again that each temperature
dependent quantity is taken at т — t ,  ^ . The schematicini
behaviour of the temperature dependence of a is shown in 
Fig. 11 when ft = у = 0.
In chapter 3 we derived a simple formula for the dis­
continuous change of the lattice distortion /see /2.27//. 
Now, taking into account the magnetization change we would 
like to refine this formula. A short calculation shows that
at the transition temperature т ~ т we should writesup
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6es = б ecs I 1+ (2+Y+ [ß+ Cl+Y) ш] 1-Х. os Őeos /4.11/
and similarly at т = we get
бе. = őeoi ( 1_ i2_Y“ £ ) [0-(l“Y)w]
л i
T T . 01 6eoi /4.12/
The corrections both in /4.11/ and /4.12/ are usually small, 
nevertheless, it seems useful to take into account these 
corrections in evaluating the parameters ft and ш from 
the measured data of 6e .
Making use of the results obtained for the discon­
tinuous change of a the equation /4.5/ giving the co­
existence temperature can be also refined. It is not ne­
cessary to reproduce here the details of calculations since 
they are very elementary, it is better to cite the final 
result. The corrected equation can be written in the form
Te
r£c £_ ft + Yto 2
20 20 “ 20 oe 1 + ( ft+tü ) /4.13/
One may see from this that in the case of non-vanishing ft 
and y the pressure coefficient of те is given by
1 +
1
ft+Ytd d°oe0 <эе dre
/4.14/
if one neglects the small correction term in /4.13/. The 
second factor in the right side of this formula may become
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О 0very large when ft + yo) > О since < О . Therefore,
dTe e .in most cases the expression for given earlier by
/3.10/ must be replaced by /4.14/.
Now, we have to discuss in more details the influence 
of the temperature dependence of aQ on the transition.
In the preceding considerations we dealt only with the discon­
tinuous change in a but doing this we always assumed the
variation of s' in the interval т.  ^ < т < т tó beо inf - - sup
small. In addition to this we supposed the inequality
«  1
%
to be satisfied also in the whole temperature range 
0 < T < Tg . The correction 6a derived by linear approx­
imation in q is obviously wrong near the ordering tem­
perature, since g q tends to zero, and unfortunately, 6a 
goes to infinity. One has to note, that this behaviour of 
6a is a direct consequence of the limited validity of the 
linear approximation. Nevertheless, if we would like to use 
in our consideration corrections linear in q only, we have 
to indicate the temperature limit below which the linear 
approximation is certainly correct. This problem can be solved 
easily in a slightly reformulized manner by requiring the lin­
ear approximation to be valid until т > т and thencesup
deriving a criterion for the basic parameter of the theory. 
Proceeding from /4.9/ we get
2 s 1f -z-=~ << —os 1-A 2 [ft + (l+y) 0)] /4.15/
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Using this inequality one can always decide for a given set 
of parameters whether the linear approximation is true or 
not below the temperature TSUp*
In order to say more about the temperature dependence 
of So one should rewrite the expression /4.2/ in the form
6° (co) = oo (l
2aa + о
9 \ 1+<Jnba - ат log -=— 7- о e / r 1-a
, 0 \  1+02a - ( 1 - o z ) log о \ о /  ^ 1-aо
/4.16/
where
One may see immediately that
/4.17/
lim с 6a (a ) = a (l - т )
a ->o о
i . e .
lim 6a ( o )  4 о 'a_->o
+°° , if у > 0
if у < 0
/4.18/
/4.19/
An other interesting property follows from /4.16/ when aQ
is approaching its saturation value. The correction term 6a
becomes zero at a = 1 but its first derivative with дло о
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20 - re - p > О . /4.25/с
In order to ensure the second-order character of the dis­
appearance of a one has to require the fulfilment of the 
condition
> О , /4.26/
dc
which can be rewritten in the form
/4.27/
One has to mention that in many cases the lattice distortion 
caused by the magneto-elastic interaction is large enough to 
lead to a first-order transition in a . In these cases, 
naturally, an inequality opposite to /4.27/ should be satis­
fied. In the Bean's paper /2/ a simplest version of this was 
already discussed.
In the following we will still suppose the disappearance 
of о to be of second-order, and try to find the conditions 
for the existence of a triple point in the T--P place. To do 
this we should derive, first of all, the pressure dependence 
of the coexistence temperature. From
G = G (m=o)
we get
r ° l (m=°) /4.28/
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which - making use of the expression /4.23/ - gives the 
unknown pressure - dependence Te(P) • In order to find the 
"coordinates" of the triple point in the T-P plane it is 
not necessary to solve the equation /4.28/ because it can be 
immediately seen that
t c (m=l) = t c (m=o) = те = 1 /4.29/
when tjie equation
20 - re - p = 0 /4.30/О
is satisfied. In other words , the curves т (m=i, p) , 
тс (m=o , p) and Te(P) have a common point /this is the 
triple point/ at the pressure
Pt = 20 - rec . /4.31/
In Fig. 13 the typical phase boundaries and the position 
of the triple point are shown. There is an interesting 
possibility for changing the order of phase transition at the 
triple point. Let us suppose the transition from the state 
m = 1 to the paramagnetic one to be of second-order even 
very near the triple point. This means that the inequality
2
yl .3 ~  < 1 /4.32/
has to be satisfied. Further; let us assume that the tran­
sition from the state m = 0 to the paramagnetic one is of 
first-order, i.e.
when у = О and the sign of ft is different from that 
of ш both inequalities can be satisfied if
ft2 + u)2 = -j r /4.34/
In order to ensure the fulfilment of /4.34/ both ft and to 
must be fairly large, nevertheless, remains small enough
because it is nothing, but the difference of ft and ш .
The possible change in order of the disappearance of a is 
of great importance in understanding some of the recent 
observations [’ll] .
5. FINAL REMARKS
The previous very elementary consideration can be 
sucessfully applied in many cases listed in Table I. Never­
theless, one should keep in mind that nobody can expect 
quantitative but only qualitative agreement between the 
theoretical and experimental results and therefore we don't 
want make here any detailed comparison between the theory 
and experiments, however, it seems to be worth while to 
mention one example which has been in the centre of interest 
since the last five - six years.
This example is the iron-rhodium alloy of equiatomic 
composition which is ferromagnetic at high and antiferro­
magnetic at low temperatures. The alloy possesses a body-
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centred cubic lattice in which the chemical order is of CsCl 
type and the magnetic structure in the antiferromagnetic 
state coincides with the structure Af I shown in Fig. 3.
This is the so-called G-Туре structure in which every pos­
itive Fe spin is surrounded by six negative Fe spins.
The magnetic unit cell edge is thus double that of the 
chemical cell. The Rh atom, which is located at the 
body-centered position is now surrounded by four positive 
and four negative Fe spins. Thus the Rh moment may 
not be ordered. Indeed, according to the neutron diffraction 
measurements [12] the existence of a non-zero magnetic 
moment at the Rh sites in the antiferromagnetic state can 
be excluded.
It is of interest to note that it can be shown on 
pure theoretical basis that the average magnetic moment of 
the Rh atoms must be zero if the iron lattice possesses a 
collinear antiferromagnetic structure. To do this it is 
enough to assume the existence of a triple point in the 
T-P phase diagram similar to that in Fig. 13 and the 
second-order character of the antiferromagnetic -* paramagnetic 
phase transition occuring at pressures higher than the triple 
point pressure. On the basis of these assumptions making use 
of the group-theoretical methods one can prove the disap­
pearance of the Rh moment. The proof was done by Hargitai 
[13] several years ago and the existence of the triple point 
in the T-P plane was experimentally shown by Wayne [ll] 
very recently. One has to mention, however, that the meas­
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urements of Wayne unfortunately indicate the antiferro­
magnetic paramagnetic phase transition to be of first-order 
the possibility of that we discussed in chapter 4. This 
fact alters the situation because the Landau theory can't 
be applied in this case, however, the existence of a zero 
effective exchange field at the Rh sites further suggests 
the Rh moments must be zero. In the ferromagnetic state 
the Rh atoms have a fairly large magnetic moment 
/yRh ^ 1,0 ув / which has to play an important role in the 
phase transition.
The antiferromagnetic t  ferromagnetic phase transition 
is of first-order and is associated with a relatively large 
discontinuous change of the lattice parameter. In Fig. 14 
the temperature dependence of the lattice parameter measured 
by Zsoldos f14j is shown. The specimen with 49,6 at. per 
cent rhodium was prepared by melting and quenched in water 
after 10 hours annealing at 1000°C. One may see the hysteresis 
width to be very small. In order to illustrate the influence 
of the inhomogeneities on the shape of the hysteresis loop 
the lattice parameter change in a chemically prepared powdered 
sample of equiatomic composition was also measured. The 
results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 15. One can 
observe the alteration of the hysteresis loop to be similar 
to that predicted in chapterJ /see Fig. 4./.
In accordance with the theory both transition tem­
peratures T (AF + F }P) = TSUp(P) and T (F AF;P) =
= TinftP > increase with increasing pressure and the tern-
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perature width of the hysteresis /i.e. the difference 
Tsup “ Tinf^ decreases with increasing pressure if the 
transition in the triple point is of second-order.
Making use of the results of chapter 4 the properties 
of the magnetic field induced AF t F transition can be 
explained also very easily. One finds both transition tem­
peratures TSUp H and Tinf H as as the hysteresis
width /i.e. Tgup - ^ ^ n f /  to decrease with increasing magnetic 
field. The values of the magnetic field and temperature, 
where the hysteresis disappears can be calculated from the 
experimental data.
It can be shown also that the transition AF -*■ F 
induced by external magnetic field is not reversible above 
a given temperature. Indeed, we observed that after 
switching off the external magnetic field the thermody­
namically unstable F state does not transform into the 
stable AF one because of the energy barrier between the 
minima corresponding to the AF and F phases.
In chapter 4 it was shown that the average magnetic 
moment per atom suffers a discontinuous change at both 
transition temperatures Tsup and Tinf* To °bserve this 
change by measuring the temperature dependence of the sub­
lattice magnetization with the neutron diffraction technique 
seems to by very difficult because of the limited sensi­
tivity of this technique. It is well-known, however, that
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a small change in the atomic magnetic moment may produce 
a fairly large change in the internal field acting on the 
nucleus. In the iron-rhodium alloys the temperature dependence 
of the internal field at the iron nuclei was measured by 
several authors [15] and they found a definit jump in it 
at the transition temperature in good agreement with the 
theory.
In the preceding chapters we always neglected the in­
fluence of the magnetic behaviour of the rhodium atoms on 
the phase transition. It would be, however, a serious mistake 
to think that the onset of the rhodium ijioment in the ferro­
magnetic phase doesn't bring about any substantial influence 
on the thermodynamics of the phase transition. Now, we don't 
want to go here into the details of the problem, we would 
like to make only a few remarks.
It is obvious that the Rh atoms may have magnetic 
moment if the antiferromagnetic structure is not collinear.
For instance, the presence of an external magnetic field 
induces a deviation of the moments from their antiparallel 
orientation and this results in a magnetic moment on the Rh 
atoms. The onset of the moment on Rh atoms will accelerate 
the AF -* F transition. Indeed, the calculations show the 
transition temperature to be lower than in the former case 
if one takes into account of the magnetic properties of the
Rh atoms.
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Finally, one should not forget that in a collinear 
antiferromagnet> where the average exchange field is zero 
at the rhodium sites, the actual value of this field is 
never exactly zero but fluctuates about zero. This fluc­
tuating exchange field produces a fluctuating moment on the 
rhodium atoms, and in turn, this will result in a fluc­
tuating deviation of the iron moments from their antiparal­
lel orientation. If the enhancement of the fluctuations 
is large enough the stability of the antiferromagnetic 
state may disappear, i.e. phase transition will take place.
In the stable antiferrogmagnetic state small fluc­
tuations still exist and if the characteristic decay time 
of these fluctuations has the same order of magnitude as 
the period of the Larmor's precession of the iron nuclear 
moments,.a line broadening in the Mössbauer spectrum has 
to be observed. This line broadening was found by Cser and 
Keszthelyi [16] in their very recent measurements. The 
physical situation is very similar to the Brownian-like 
motion, the fluctuating rhodium moment as a stochastic 
driving force induces random deviations of the iron mo­
ments from their antiparallel orientation. The details of 
these calculations will be published elswhere.

Figure Captions
1/ "Family tree" of magnetic phase transitions 
2/ Lattice points with sublattice numbers 
3/ Different structures and phase boundaries 
4/ Dependence of the reduced Gibbs potential on the 
paramdEr of bending for different values of ^
5/ Variation of the equilibrium value of m with 
temperature /the full line corresponds to the 
completely homogeneous transition while the dashed 
' line to the inhomogeneous one/
6/ Reduced Gibbs free-energy versus "magnetization" 
at constant temperature but different magnetic 
fields
7/ Reduced Gibbs free-energy versus "magnetization" 
at constant magnetic field but different temper­
atures
8/ T-H /i.e. — - I phase diagram and variationCŰ Z0)
of the magnetization along the coexistence curve 
9/ Net magnetization versus temperature at different 
magnetic field in antiferromagnetic state 
10/ Net magnetization versus magnetic field at various 
temperatures in antiferromagnetic state 
11/ Temperature dependence and discontinuous change of 
the average magnetic moment per atom 
12/ Correction to average magnetic moment per atom
оversus a
13/ T-P /i.e. т-р/ phase diagram 
14/ Lattice parameter versus temperature for FeRh 
with 49,6 at per cent Rh
15/ Lattice parameter versus temperature and hys­
teresis for chemically prepared FeRh of equi- 
atomic composition
Table Captions
Table I Some magnetic systems that exhibit
transition of first-order 
Table II Eigen-values and eigen-vectors for 
different structures
Table III Parameters for various transitions 
Table IV Characteristics of the temperature 
dependence of 6 о
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OK
Mn As F — ► P 318 M n 3 G a C A F  — ► F 150
Cr2 As2 Fj — ► P 213 M n  3 G G 2 A F  — ► F 113
Cr A F  — + P 311,7 M n 0 (9 Li0,1Se A F  — ► F 71
uo2 A F  — ► P 30,8 ( M n ^ C r x ^ S b A F  — ► Fj T(x)
T i a 3 A F  — ► P 210 RbFeF3 F  —  A F 8 6
Mn Br2 A F  — ► P 2,161 Dy F — * S 8 5
KMnF3 A F  —  P 88,3 Mn S n 3 A F  — *> A F 73
F e R h AF — ► P 3 5 0 M n 3 Pt A F  — ► A F 3 6 5
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